
Warp images via the successive virtual spheres 
- Covers all-around 3D points only with positive depth representation
- Find a label that has the highest color consistency
- Use both frontal and rear images for matching

Illustration on the sphere sweeping

Comparison on dense matching method
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Introduction

Motivation
- For user-created VR contents, hand-held 360 VR cameras are released, but it cannot 

provide stereoscopic image (needs depth) which is essential for realistic VR contents.

Objective
- Generate an all-around depth for 360 VR camera from 1-second small motion video.

Contribution
- Unified bundle adjustment with frontal and rear camera whose residual computed 

on the unit sphere domain, instead of image domain.
- Sphere sweeping method on the basis of the unit sphere

Quantitative evaluation & Qualitative result

Small motion Bundle adjustment for SPC (360 VR Camera)

Sphere sweeping for dense matching

Input image 3D points and camera pose

Depth map result 360 VR CamerasStereoscopic panorama

Unified bundle adjustment for both frontal and rear camera
- Estimate approximately metric depth because of the pre-calibrated camera extrinsic.

Cost function is designed on the unit sphere domain, instead of image domain.
- Omnidirectional cameras have two-projection model which increases the complexity 

of the cost function (hardly converges with a high-order model.
- The re-projection error is uniformly mapped on the sphere which is not the case in 

the image domain because of the no-linear resolution induced by fisheye lenses.

Bundle adjustment formulation
- Find rotation ( ), translation ( ) and inverse depth ( ), 

: pre-calibrated
camera extrinsic

Frontal camera Rear camera

point on the unit sphere Projection on the unit sphere

Lens structure

Omnidirectional camera model

# of 
iteration

Initial 1 2 3 4

Proposed 100% 48.7 % 7.9 % 4.4 % 3.8 %
Standard 100% 74.3 % 67.8 % 64.4 % 61.6 %

Checkerb
oard size

10cm 5cm 2cm

1st trial 13.9cm 5.1cm 3.3cm
2nd trial 10.9cm 7.7cm 1.9cm
3rd trial 9.5cm 6.1cm 2.5cm

The average reconstructed scale value

Re-projection error percentage w.r.t the number of iteration

Analysis on the magnitude of baseline and the number of images

Qualitative result 

Proposed: Residuals are computed 
on the unit sphere

Standard: Residuals are computed 
on the image domain
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The reconstruction is up to scale when:
- Only pure translation or only z-axis rotation
- Zero baseline between frontal and rear camera

General rotation matrix can be adapted to bundle adjustment for spherical sensor
- Only small angle approximated rotation matrix is working for pin-hole camera [1-3].
- The proposed bundle adjustment may have the potential to be generalized to any 

type of motion.
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